
THE FULL E-MAIL THREAD BETWEEN THE GUARDIAN AND PCSO

Here is the e-mail with questions we asked PCSO Public Information Officer Wayne (Spencer) Gross:

Date: Fri, 20 May 2016 11:16:21 -0400
To: wgross@pcsonet.com<mailto:wgross@pcsonet.com>
From:  REDACTED
Subject: Questions for article and request for comments for publication

Mr. Gross,

I am working on an article on the "Emergency Access Permit" (EAP) program for the Tampa Bay 
Guardian and have some questions for PCSO. Here are my questions about PCSO's EAP program:

1/ In this news release, PCSO says:

The program requires residents of the barrier islands to obtain a free Sheriff's Office Emergency Access
Permit to re-enter an evacuated area.

Has PCSO obtained a written opinion from its general counsel or some other persuasive legal authority 
as to the constitutionality and general lawfulness of the EAP program? Both the Florida and the US 
Constitutions.

My particular interest is the lawfulness of only allowing EAP permit holders in, given that entry is 
allowed only after the Sheriff declares the area "safe and secure for entry and reentry" (as per section 
34-29 of the Pinellas County Code). This seems problematic under the 1st amendment to the US 
Constitution.

2/ Is a criminal background check performed on persons seeking an EAP permit? Mr. Gualtieri 
answered "no" in a meeting last night, but I just want to confirm.

If the answer is instead "yes", are those persons informed prior to their EAP application that a criminal 
background check will be performed?

3/ Does PCSO check for active warrants for those who the city enters into the database?

4/ How often are persons or businesses in the EAP database asked to prove again that they qualify for 
an EAP permit?

5/ Mr. Gualtieri stated that after allowing people back in, the permits will be scanned as vehicles go by. 
Would PCSO also check the ID's of all those in the vehicles? If not, why not, given that permits can be 
stolen.

6/ Given that re-entry is allowed only after the Sheriff declares the area "safe and secure for entry and 
reentry", how long would access control be maintained?

If your agency has any comment for publications, I am happy to receive them. Please respond by close 
of business Friday May 20th. Thanks, and have a great weekend.

https://www.municode.com/library/fl/pinellas_county/codes/code_of_ordinances?nodeId=PTIIPICOCO_CH34CIEM_ARTIISTEMEMRE_DIV1GE_S34-29CHLAENOF
http://www.pcsoweb.com/15-105-sheriff%E2%80%99s-office-encourages-barrier-island-residents-to-register-for-emergency-access-permits-in-preparation-for-hurricane-season-for-further-details-see-news-release-15-045-
mailto:wgross@pcsonet.com


Gross did not respond, but Gualtieri did, and here is that response:

From: "Gualtieri,Robert" <rgualtieri@pcsonet.com>
To: REDACTED
CC: "Crockett,Jennifer" <jcrockett@pcsonet.com>, "Gross,Wayne" <wgross@pcsonet.com>, 
"Simovich Jr,Daniel" <dsimovich@pcsonet.com>, "Steffen,George" <gsteffen@pcsonet.com>
Subject: Fwd: Request
Date: Wed, 25 May 2016 13:56:00 +0000

Tom,

I thought we had adequately discussed this the other night. Let me be clear so this is not misunderstood 
or misreported. The Barrier Island Reentry Program is voluntary and nobody is "required" to obtain a 
permit. The permit facilitates reentry and we strongly encourage residents and business owners to 
obtain the permits so they may easily reenter after an evacuation. Those with permits will be in the 
"fast lane" and those without will go in another lane and have to verify they have a need to be on the 
beaches (i.e., resident or home owner, business owner or employee, etc..).

We need to ensure the area is safe upon reentry and that those on the beaches have a reason to be there. 
Our interest is ensuring public safety and orderly reentry and I believe that is what the residents want.

There are not background checks or warrant checks. Why would we do background checks? If a 
resident has a criminal background that does not mean their property is less important to them or that 
they have less of a right to go home. If they have a criminal background and lived in their home before 
the evacuation, they a right to live in their home after.

I am confident what we will do in the event of an evacuation and reentry is legal and constitutional. 
You are trying to stir the pot and make something out of nothing. We are done dealing with this and 
will not further respond.

Sheriff Bob Gualtieri

The Guardian responded at 2:53 P.M. On May 26th:

I read your response. The issue that has not been addressed by PCSO are the rights of those who do not 
qualify for the permit to enter. They can never be "verified" because they don't qualify for the permit. I 
have explained that before in writing to you.

Since you said your agency will not respond further, I will have no further questions and seek no 
clarification of your answers. But I will say: no, I am not trying to stir the pot, and yours is an odd way 
to respond to press inquiries or citizen concerns.

Nonetheless, I wish you a great MD weekend.

Gualtieri responded back

From: "Gualtieri,Robert" <rgualtieri@pcsonet.com>
Date: Thu, 26 May 2016 3:34 P.M.

mailto:dsimovich@pcsonet.com


I will say it one more time......the permit is NOT required. You don't seem to be understanding that the 
permit is not required. At the reentry point we will determine if someone has a "reason" to access the 
barrier islands, i.e. resident, business owner, employee of business, etc.....There will be a number ways 
to establish that and the easiest will be with a permit and they then will quickly get through. If they 
don't have a permit and have a drivers license or other identification with a barrier island address that 
will work but it will require stopping to show the license. If someone shows up and has nothing other 
than a claim that they belong then we will work to establish their assertion and if we can establish they 
have a need then they will get access, if not they won't. We don't want gawkers and looters, no issue 
with those who need to be there. Simple as that.......

We wrote back at 4:20 P.M. And said this:

This is what your response was yesterday:

Those with permits will be in the "fast lane" and those without will go in another lane and have to 
verify they have a need to be on the beaches (i.e., resident or home owner, business owner or employee,
etc..).

In other words, all of those who do not qualify for a permit, those who I expressly and clearly asked 
about, were contained in your word "etc."

Now you are saying that "we [PCSO] will determine if someone has a "reason" to access the barrier 
islands". That is a huge claim, given the facts, but I will have no questions, or suggestions as a citizen, 
because you don't want them.

The bottom line is that you think EAP meets the strict scrutiny standard of judicial review, whereas I 
have no idea if it does.....but I question it. A well-known attorney who will be quoted in the article 
questioned it. From day one, I've just been trying to find out how your agency arrived at the 
determination, which is (and I quote):

I am confident what we will do in the event of an evacuation and reentry is legal and constitutional.

How did you arrive at that conclusion? GC memo? Other?

We agree on one thing: there is no need to debate this issue. Your agency needn't answer any questions 
on this topic, and you have said you won't anyway.

At 4:20 P.M., Gualtieri responded:

I am a lawyer and I understand the constitutional standards very well. There is no constitutional issue.


